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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Journalism is widely noted to play a crucial role in society, as it forms the basis

of public opinions and discussions, and film journalism is noted to influence its

audiences. Films from China can provide a Western audience with new cultural

insight, which is a crucial basis for improving international relations. The existing

literature (notably reports by Griffiths and Peng) demonstrates that Western

journalism neglects Chinese cultural news and is often biased against China,

though there has been no previous research into film journalism in particular. I

focused on the ten Chinese productions that performed the best at the

mainland Chinese box office between the years 2012 to 2021, and the coverage

of them in the following five British news outlets: The Guardian, The Independent,

The Financial Times, The Times and the BBC website. Over the ten year period

only 84 full articles were written about the all films in question, and there were

436 mentions of the films in all the sources. The Guardian had the highest

number of full articles and mentions combined. The Financial Times only had six

full articles, and the BBC had the lowest number of combined articles. The most

discussed film was The Great Wall (2015), an American and Chinese co-

production. 27 films received no coverage whatsoever. 18 of the 84 full articles

(that is 21.4%) directly mentioned propaganda, censorship or communism

demonstrating the unfair political slant of many of the articles. Other articles

demonstrated a dismissive and disrespectful tone. That being said, there was

also evidence of some journalists genuinely engaging with Chinese films.

Martha Harwood
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Films tend only to receive journalistic coverage if they are released in the UK.
However, release in the UK does not guarantee journalistic coverage. 
 2020 produced the lowest number of articles: only three full articles and six
mentions.
The Guardian had the most articles with 44 full articles and 233 mentions.
The BBC had 28 full articles and 16 mentions
 Although The Financial Times had a high number of mentions, it has the lowest
number of full articles, only six.
Only 29 of the total 84 full articles were film reviews. 
The two years with the most articles were 2015 with 11 full articles and 102
mentions, and 2016 with 31 full articles and 80 mentions.
The Great Wall (2016), with 21 full articles dedicated to it, and 29 mentions in other
articles, was the most discussed film. The second most discussed film was Lost in
Thailand (2012) 
 27 out of the overall 99 films were not discussed or mentioned at all.
Chinese films are often treated ignorantly and dismissively, thus many articles do not
provide a genuine review or artistic assessment of the film
Chinese films are treated with a political bias. 18 of the 84 full articles (that is 21.4%)
directly mentioned propaganda, censorship or communism, and many others made
reference to subjects.
Despite the negatives, some articles did feature genuine and respectful criticism and
recognised the difficulties that Chinese films confront in the Western market. Some
articles demonstrated that it is possible to discuss a film and its political context
without undermining the film's value.
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This report finally makes several
suggestions on the ways that
journalism covering Chinese film
can be improved; the abundance of
streaming services and film festivals
should be made use of, and
journalists should make an effort to
move away from the political or
economic emphasis and instead
discuss films for the creative
products that they are.  
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INTRODUCTION

Freedom of the press is a fundamental concept in British society. However,

as I learnt more about Chinese culture and politics with my university

studies, I became aware of the lack of cultural journalism about China and its

fast-changing society, leading me to question whether the British press is

truly free. My hypothesis was therefore as follows: British journalism claims

to be unbiased and pro-diversity, but it seems to neglect cultural news from

China- a country that accounts for almost 20 percent of the world

population[1]. 

 

This report was completed during my period as a member of the UK-China

Film Collab’s (UCFC) Future Talent Programme 2021-2022, my research

originally focuses on mainland Chinese film. However, the results of this

research have also led me to question British journalism more widely.

In this report, I will start by outlining the journalistic climate concerning the

coverage of China, and why I feel that this report was necessary. I will then

explain my process and how I selected the films and news outlets that I

cover here before introducing the quantitative data that is the result of my

research. I will then discuss this data, and evaluate the overall positives  and

negatives of British journalism covering Chinese film.

 To conclude I will briefly discuss some possible solutions and points for

improvement.

Martha Harwood
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BACKGROUND

Before carrying out my research, my observations were that there was very

little coverage of Chinese films in British journalism, and many examples of

journalism covering Chinese cinema were driven by a political ideology. It

seemed that Chinese films were not being given the space to be discussed and

judged as artistic or cultural products. The literature on the topic of British

journalism about China was limited, however there are two reports that provide

some crucial background. 

The first is a public-facing report written by the BBC journalist Daniel Griffiths

in 2013 [2], entitled ‘The international media coverage of China: Too narrow an

agenda?’. It focuses on coverage of Chinese news from the BBC, The Economist

and The New York Times, from two, week-long periods in 2013. Griffiths writes

that coverage of China mainly consists of articles covering “a narrow agenda”,

made up of five topics : the economy, politics, foreign affairs and national

security, human rights and the environment [3]. These five topics accounted for

83% of all China coverage in these two weeks [4]. However, just two topics,

politics and economics, accounted for 53% of the total coverage [5].  Film,

along with other cultural topics and issues related to science, technology or

society, received “minimal coverage [6].” Griffiths notes the obvious importance

of reporting on topics like politics and economics, however states that the

presentation of China is currently limited and the focus on the common topics

means that the news agenda is “missing important narratives [7].” 

Martha Harwood
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The second report was written by Zengjun Peng for a 2004 issue of the

Asian Journal of Communication, and it investigated coverage of China in the

New York Times and Los Angeles Times between 1992 and 2001 [8]. The

report finds that in the period studied, the coverage of China “increased

significantly over time, but the overall tone remained negative [9].” Peng

also writes that this negative tone is especially notable when the article is

written from a political or ideological perspective, and that both news

outlets wrote with a political bias [10].  Peng notes that the bias consists,

and has consisted throughout the history of American journalism, of

interpreting foreign news events through a domestic framework [11]. That is

to say that Chinese social, technological or cultural events will be judged

according to the criteria of American events, not separately. Both Griffiths

and Peng outline the reason for the limits and the biases of Western

coverage of China. Firstly, journalists may feel intimidated by the Chinese

Communist Party and their control of foreign journalists [12] [13].  Journalists

have limited access to China and may feel threatened when in the country

[14]. However, I feel this should not be relevant for film journalism which can

be produced from the familiarity of the journalist's own country. Secondly,

journalists and readers alike have generally reached an “informal

consensus” about which stories are worth covering [15] [16].  This consensus

may or may not be a deliberate conclusion, but it has meant that coverage of

China “may be more about confirming existing beliefs and ideas rather than

breaking new ground [17].” This consensus regarding China is also solidified

by editorial decisions which can often define the framing and tone of China-

related stories [18]. 

Martha Harwood
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Thirdly, the limited agenda may also be due to the readers as there is very

little audience for current journalism about China. Readers respond strongly

to stories of “crisis, drama, and human interest"[19], so dramatic events like

the Tiananmen Square tragedy come to define the image of China [20]. As

audiences react to these big stories, extending the agenda beyond these

news events does not seem worthwhile for journalists or readers.

Both reports found that Western news coverage of China is limited in

quantity, and often biased in its content and tone. These findings concur

with my initial observations; however, it is important to note that the more

recent of the two was written almost a decade ago. Therefore, one goal of

my report is to establish whether these observations continue to be relevant

in the current world of film journalism.

 As well as determining the continued relevance of Griffiths and Peng’s

research, I believe that this report is necessary to highlight the role of

journalists in our society and the quality of their work. Journalism is an

institution that is inevitably involved at all levels of society. Denis McQuail

notes that journalism is “enmeshed” with public life and often “provides the

basis for society-wide public debate and participation. [21]” Whether we are

aware of it or not, journalism plays a fundamental role in our societies, and

has the power to form public opinion [22] [23].  More specifically when it

comes to film journalism, research has shown that reviews do influence

consumers' perceptions of films [24]. There is a direct correlation between

films critics’ reviews and the box office performance of the films they write

about [25]. 

Martha Harwood
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An element of trust is placed in journalistic sources and the knowledge of

individual journalists, and many people rely on journalism to decide what

they think about a person, place or issue [26] [27]. Creators of journalism

must be aware of their influence; if film journalists have the power to

influence their readers' opinions and decision-making, then they have the

power to encourage positive change in society. 

 I would like this report to both challenge the prejudices of British journalism

and serve as a basis for journalists and all consumers of journalism to reflect

on the quality of what they read and write. In times of division and conflict it

is paramount that journalism is used as a tool for extending understanding

and education. Film journalism is the perfect environment for improving

diplomatic relations, even if just on an individual level. All creative products,

films included, are the product of the society that created them and thus can

tell us about the people and country where they came from. Films might be

able to provide the “human interest” that Griffiths mentioned [28], not in the

form of real-life crises, but instead in the form of storytelling and relatable

characters. Film journalism can facilitate a positive public debate by

bringing ideas and audiences together to discuss an issue or place through a

human lens, and not a belligerent ideological one. If films are not treated

respectfully in journalism, it diminishes the likelihood that the individual

reader and potential film-spectator will give the film and, by extension, the

country and people any consideration. 

Martha Harwood
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RESEARCH
METHODS
Before presenting and discussing my findings I would like to explain my

decision making and methodology. I focused on the ten Chinese productions

that performed the best at the Chinese box office between the years 2012 to

2021, according to calendar grosses. The exception to this is 2012, where I

used the ten highest grossing films of the in-year releases. This is because

the box office data regarding calendar grosses in 2012 is limited and does

not include any Chinese language films. I chose the range 2012 to 2021 as I

wanted the research to be both recent and span a period of time long

enough to assess any changes or trends of the past decade. Based on these

highest grossing films from each year, I searched each of my chosen news

outlets for any coverage of these films, in either a ‘full’ article (ie. the film in

question is the primary focus of the article, and most discussion is based

around this film.) or a ‘mention’ (ie. where the film in question is only named

or discussed briefly). By recording these statistics, I hope to create a picture

of how Chinese language films specifically are presented and discussed in

British journalism. 

The five news outlets I will be referring to are: The Guardian, The

Independent, The Financial Times, The Times and the BBC website. I chose

these sources as I wanted to have a mixture of both popular papers that

have significant domestic and global audiences, as well as a strong online

presence and frequently updated websites. These are all general press

publications, available to the public, as opposed to industry press

publications, which are more specialised and mostly only available within

the industry, not to the general public. 

Martha Harwood
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The industry press does discuss Chinese films, but was not my focus

because I was interested in how the readily available journalism interacts

with the general population. Three of the papers, The Guardian, The

Independent and The Times are in the top ten national British newspapers

with the most reach [29]. Although the BBC does not have a print newspaper

and is not included in this ranking, I felt it important to include their

coverage in the discussion, considering that they are a publicly funded news

outlet that is readily available to all members of the British population. The

sources I chose cover a range of political bases; generally speaking, The

Guardian is a left-wing publication, The Independent is aligned with centre

or centre-left politics, The Financial Times is a centre-right publication and

The Times is right-wing [30] [31].  This selection of news outlets is therefore

reaching a wide audience and representing journalists who are varied in

their political ideologies. For the purposes of this report, the focus is on

written articles in these specific news outlets, and not other media or

television and radio platforms, or social media. However, this is not to say

that the issues discussed do not extend to other platforms. The five news

outlets I will be referring to are: The Guardian, The Independent, The

Financial Times, The Times and the BBC website. I chose these sources as I

wanted to have a mixture of both popular papers that have significant

domestic and global audiences, as well as a strong online presence and

frequently updated websites. 

Martha Harwood
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One goal of this research was to produce data that could describe British

journalistic coverage of Chinese language films statistically. Therefore, I

wished to establish if there were any significant correlations between the

number of films released in the UK and the number of articles written, if

there are any trends or patterns over the course of the decade, or amongst

the various news outlets. 

 Correlation between number of releases and number of articles

 

Fifty-three films out of the ninety-nine films I researched were released in

the UK during the ten-year sample period. The number of total films is

ninety-nine rather than one hundred due to the film CZ12 (2012) that

featured in two of my highest grossing lists (2012 and 2013). Nevertheless,

more than half of the films were released in the UK. As can be seen (Fig 1.

And Fig 2.), there is no significant correlation between the number of films

released and number of articles written. The only year with no full articles is

2014, and this could be explained by the fact that only one of the ten films

was released in the UK. In 2016 where all ten films were released in the UK

and 31 full articles, the highest number of full articles for any year, were

written. However, in 2019, where all ten films were also released, only nine

full articles were written. The year with the most combined full and

‘mentions’ articles was 2015, with 113 in total, but only four of ten films were

released in the UK. I would argue, based on the 2014 statistics, that films

tend only to receive journalistic coverage if they are released in the UK.

Martha Harwood
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 However, release in the UK does not guarantee journalistic coverage.

Therefore, there appears to be no notable trend of correlation between the

number of films released and the number of articles written, at least for

these ten years. 

It is also interesting to note the statistics for 2020, when six out of ten films

were released in the UK. 2020 produced the lowest number of articles: only

three full and six mentions. In part this is due to the COVID-19 pandemic

lockdowns which resulted in cinema closures and delayed film releases,

which led to reduced cinema attendance by audience members and critics

alike [32]. However, I would also like to consider whether these reduced

numbers may also reflect a generalised anxiety regarding China during the

COVID pandemic. The increase in anti-Asian racism during the COVID

pandemic demonstrates how fear and anger about the virus became

racialised and attached to a geographical location [33]. This nebulous

anxiety was exacerbated by xenophobic behaviours and conflict-stirring

comments, such as those made by former President Trump [34]. I don’t wish

to suggest that journalists made a conscious decision to especially sideline

Chinese films in 2020, though the increase in anti-Asian racism

demonstrates how China became a focal point of racist animosity. It is

interesting to consider if British society and journalism is subject to the

influence of implicit, and explicit, racism which has been made more

apparent during the pandemic.

Martha Harwood
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Figure 1. Number of of top-ten Chinese films released
in the UK by Year (2012-2021) 
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Figure 2. Combined number of articles from all five
sources (2012-2021) 

Red: Full Article; Grey: Mention
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Comparison of journalistic sources

The extent of coverage from each of the five sources, The Guardian, The

Independent, The Financial Times, The Times and the BBC website, was

variable. The Guardian had the most articles with 44 full articles and 233

mentions, which was significantly higher than other sources. The source

with the second most full articles was The Independent with 17 full articles.

The third most articles in one source was 12 full articles from the BBC

website. However, the BBC has the lowest total of full articles at 28, with

only 16 mentions. This may be explained by the higher quantity of cultural

content on the BBC’s radio and TV platforms, rather than the written

platform that I investigated. Nevertheless, I would argue that these numbers

are surprisingly low, and considering the reasonable coverage of other films

on the BBC website, they suggest that Chinese films are somewhat

neglected. Although The Financial Times had a high number of mentions, it

has the lowest number of full articles, only six. This could be explained by

the fact that most of The Financial Times coverage is, evidently, financial

news and thus is economy or industry based rather than cultural [35]. This

lack of full articles is therefore partly due to the nature of the publication.

However, a total of 84 full articles for all 99 films between all five sources is

still relatively low. It might be concluded that there is some correlation

between the political alignment of the paper and their coverage. The more

left-wing publications, The Guardian and The Independent, had the two most

full articles, and the first and third highest number of mentions respectively. 

Martha Harwood
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Comparison of journalistic sources

The two more right-wing publications, The Financial Times and The Times,

had the two lowest number of full articles, with six and seven full articles

respectively. Though this correlation is somewhat negated by the 92

mentions in The Financial Times, which is explained by the high quantity of

industry news in The Financial Times which mentions the films in a different

context to the generally more cultural articles of The Guardian or

Independent. Overall, only 29 of the total 84 full articles were actually film

reviews, meaning most of the other articles and mentions are industry or

economic news. It can therefore be concluded that all sources produce a

relatively low number of articles fully discussing Chinese films. 

Martha Harwood
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Film Title
Ranking at
Chinese BO

Full
Articles Mentions

2012
Lost In

Thailand
1 35 42

2015
Monster

Hunt 
1 23 28

2015
Dragon
Blade

13 19 21

2016
The Great

Wall
 

12 29 50

2017
Wolf

Warrior 2
 

1 23 28

Figure 4. Most talked about films in British journalism

Martha Harwood
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Year Number

2012
 

6

2013 2

2014 2

2015 0

2016 0

2017 3

2018 5

2019 2

2020 4

2021 3

Total 27

Figure 5. Films with zero mentions, by year
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The most discussed films

As previously mentioned, the two years with the most articles were 2015

with 11 full articles and 102 mentions, and 2016 with 31 full articles and 80

mentions. Significantly contributing to these numbers were two Chinese-

American co-productions: Dragon Blade (2015) and The Great Wall (2016) [36]

[37].  Dragon Blade ranked 13th at the Chinese box office in 2015, but had

two full articles written about it, and was mentioned in 19 other articles. The

Great Wall ranked relatively low at the box office; it was the 12th highest

grossing film at the Chinese box office, and only made it to 67th in the UK

[38]. Despite this, it was the most discussed film in this study, with 21 full

articles dedicated to it, and 29 mentions in other articles. The fact that both

these films are co-productions implies that this characteristic makes

Chinese productions more likely to be discussed in British journalism. Their

nature as American-Chinese co-productions means that they are produced

to attract the attention of and appeal to both Western and Chinese

audiences. An element of this seems to be the attraction of familiar names,

like Adrien Brody and John Cusack in Dragon Blade, or Matt Damon and

Willem Dafoe in The Great Wall. However, for The Great Wall, the choice of

actors became the centre of a controversy which contributed to most of the

articles in this study that were written about the film. Many articles were

discussing whether the director, Zhang Yimou, made a mistake casting

Damon as the protagonist, and whether this constituted white-washing; that

is to say whether Damon had been inappropriately cast as a character that

should be Chinese, or had taken the role from a Chinese actor. 

Martha Harwood
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The articles also provided Matt Damon and Zhang Yimou’s responses to

these accusations, which fuelled the discussion and contributed to the high

number of articles about the film. Besides this, of all the films in the study,

The Great Wall did have the most reviews written about it. Most films in this

study were not reviewed, and those that were only had one or two reviews,

but The Great Wall had four in total. It seems that the attention attracted

due to the controversy, but also to its nature as a co-production featuring

internationally famous actors, contributed to a much larger discussion

around the film as a whole, than was received by all other films in this study. 

After The Great Wall (2016), the second most discussed film was Lost in

Thailand (2012) that was discussed in seven full articles, and mentioned in

35. Lost in Thailand is not a co-production so the number of articles cannot

be attributed to this characteristic. 

However, it did rank number one at the Chinese box office in 2012, and at the

time was the highest-grossing film in China ever, breaking records for its

performance in its first week [39] [40].  Many full articles and mentions

therefore discussed this financial success. The full articles from The

Independent and The Financial Times also focused on the boom of Chinese

tourists in Thailand after the release of the film [41] [42]. The BBC

emphasises how the unprecedented popularity of the film in China might not

be found abroad as the humour may not translate well to international

audiences [43].  
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Articles from The Financial Times and The Guardian similarly note the hopes

that Lost in Thailand might find success in the West, remarking how the

Chinese film industry has become more open to Hollywood in recent years,

and that the exchange may also be possible the other way around [44] [45].

The resounding financial impact of Lost in Thailand was the main reason it

attracted attention in British journalism, but it was also significant as it

represented a possible blossoming in the exchange between Hollywood and

China. 

Undiscussed films

In contrast to the aforementioned films, others received no journalistic

coverage whatsoever. My People, My Homeland (2020) was number one at

the Chinese box office in 2020 and earned more than $400 million in the

year, but in the five sources I searched, it was not mentioned at all [46]. 

 Although most of the highest performing films did receive some coverage, it

appears that success at the Chinese box office is no guarantee that a film

will be talked about in British journalism; four out of ten of the highest

performing Chinese productions had no full articles written about them. 27

out of the overall 99 films were not discussed or mentioned at all. Of these

27, 19 were not released in the UK, which somewhat explains why they were

not covered. Eight, however, were released in the UK. 
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Year Full Mentions Combined

2012 1 28 29

2013 1 33 34

2014 0 30 30

2015 8 81 89

2016 11 33 44

2017 5 8 13

2018 3 4 7

2019 6 10 16

2020 4 0 4

2021 5 6 11

Total 44 233 277

Martha Harwood

Figure 6. Number of articles per paper per year  - The Guardian 
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The political nature of some films like My People My Country (2019) as well

as the third instalment of the same trilogy, My People, My Homeland (2020),

might explain the journalists’ reluctance to cover them. What I mean by

‘political nature’ is that these films were released at politically significant

dates, the 70th anniversary of the founding of the People’s Republic of

China for the 2019 instalment [47], and the 2020 film was released on

China’s National Day [48], suggesting that these films hold a political or

nationalistic significance. In China, these sorts of films comprise a genre

known as ‘main melody films’ (主旋律电影). These films cater for the

domestic market as their focus is often on celebrating the Chinese nation

and endorsing the Communist Party. This is not to say that because the films

are targeted to Chinese audiences and may have a patriotic tone, that the

stories or characters are inherently political and cannot be discussed in the

framework of a film review. 

Another undiscussed film was Once Upon A Time (2017), which perhaps

didn’t garner so much attention in the UK as it was based on an already

popular online novel in China [49].  This likely contributed to its success in

China, but the preexisting fanbase probably didn’t extend to the UK.

However, I would argue that this is a reason that the film didn’t perform well

at the box office more than a reason that it cannot be discussed

journalistically. 
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Year Full Mentions Combined

2012 1 8 9

2013 0 6 6

2014 0 2 2

2015 1 8 9

2016 10 8 18

2017 2 7 9

2018 0 6 6

2019 2 4 6

2020 0 1 1

2021 1 10 11

Total 17 60 77

Martha Harwood

Figure 7. Number of articles per paper per year  - The Independent
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Nevertheless, neither of these two reasons really apply to the other

undiscussed films, which mostly consisted of genre films with no apparent

political motives. The Four (2012), The Guillotines (2012), The Final Master

(2012) and Project Gutenberg (2018) are all action, crime or martial arts-

based films, and Adoring (2019) is a romantic comedy featuring the pets of

the protagonists. Regardless of whether any of these films are

masterpieces, surely it is significant that the themes and genres in them are

recognisable and relatable to Western audiences. If filmgoers were made

aware of these films, their universal nature might provide a valuable insight

and understanding of China. If cultural differences are difficult to

consolidate, it is sensible to start with the similarities, like thrillers and rom-

coms. 

Evaluation of quality 

In the previous sections, I hope to have established the relevant numbers to

demonstrate the overall lack in quantity of journalism covering Chinese

films. In the paragraphs that follow, I wish to evaluate the quality of the

journalism of the articles that I researched covering the best performing

Chinese films. 
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Year Full Mentions Combined

2012 2 9 11

2013 0 7 7

2014 0 2 2

2015 2 4 6

2016 2 27 29

2017 0 12 12

2018 0 13 13

2019 0 13 13

2020 0 4 4

2021 0 6 6

Total 6 92 98

Martha Harwood

Figure 8. Number of articles per paper per year  - Financial Times
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Firstly, I believe that often Chinese films are treated in a reductive and

disrespectful manner. One example is a review of Ip Man 3 (2015) that

dedicates little of its limited word count to actually review the film [50].  Ip

Man 3 is a martial arts film, so the article discusses kung fu, though the tone

is reductive and mocking. Wing Chun (or 咏春), a style of kung fu, is

described in the article as a “school of punching and kicking”, a phrase that

neglects the cultural and traditional significance of the art. The reviewer

writes that Wing Chun is “not to be confused with the Eighties songsters

Wang Chung-- remember Dance Hall Days? Great Tune!” The review is

already short and digressions like this betray the reviewers lack of respect

and focus. The costume of Ip Man, the protagonist, is described as “natty

black pyjamas, white socks and comfy loafers.” This description, like the

earlier examples, appears to be mocking. An implication of this statement is

that traditional changshan-style clothes are “pyjamas.” Again, it is an

unnecessary and undeveloped point in the article that detracts from the

prestige of the discussion and mocks the subject matter. The review ends

with the bland statement that the film is "just blokes fighting for nearly two

hours. With rubbish bits in between", which says nothing of value about the

film. With a martial arts film, surely “fighting” would be expected. This

sentence doesn’t tell the reader anything about the film that they probably

didn’t already know. For the reviewer to describe the elements they dislike

as “rubbish bits”, is again, unhelpful, as it provides no real criticism,

suggesting that the reviewer made the decision not to sincerely review the

film. A review such as this does nothing to guide film audiences, other than

dissuade them from even trying a film which, may or may not be a life-

changing masterpiece, but could well be a good piece of entertainment for

many. 
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Year Full Mentions Combined

2012 0 3 3

2013 1 3 4

2014 0 0 0

2015 0 8 8

2016 4 12 16

2017 0 7 7

2018 1 0 1

2019 0 0 0

2020 0 0 0

2021 1 1 2

Total 7 34 41

Martha Harwood

Figure 9. Number of articles per paper per year  - The Times
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Year Full Mentions Combined

2012 2 3 5

2013 0 3 3

2014 0 4 4

2015 1 1 2

2016 4 0 4

2017 1 2 3

2018 1 0 1

2019 1 0 1

2020 0 0 0

2021 1 3 4

Total 11 16 27

Martha Harwood

Figure 10. Number of articles per paper per year  - BBC
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Another example of cultural ignorance, perhaps stemming from a lack of

respect towards Chinese filmmakers, is an article where the director Zhang

Yimou is referred to as Yimou [51]. The journalist has made the mistake of

using the director’s first name as his surname. The English equivalent of this

would be a film reviewer referring to Matt Damon as ‘Matt’ instead of

‘Damon.’ Some Chinese filmmakers swap their names to match the

anglophone name order, and some choose to keep the original Chinese

order. The way that a Chinese speaker represents their Chinese name in

English is a personal decision, so each case is different and some research

may be required to establish the filmmakers preference. This is the sort of

simple detail a film journalist would be expected to get right, as the name of

the director is a fundamental fact when discussing a film. Commenters

under the online article pick up on this mistake and one notes that this error

is especially “ironic” considering the subject of the article, which is

discussion regarding the alleged white-washing in The Great Wall [52].

Some of the articles also divulged major plot points, which seems to imply

that the readers would have no interest in actually watching the films

themselves. One article that mentions Finding Mr Right (2013) gives away

the ending without warning near the end of the article, describing the final

scene [53]. Even worse, an article on The Mermaid (2016) unequivocally

spells out the ending of the film in the subtitle of the article, completely

spoiling the film for any prospective viewers [54].
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Several commenters on the article were disappointed by this unavoidable

spoiler, one writing that it seems “only serious hollywood [sic] movies get

reverent reviews. [55]” Another commenter writes that the spoiler reveals

the journalist’s assumption that no-one who reads the article would be

interested in watching a Chinese film, and so the writing of the review is not

taken seriously [56]. These two examples are by no means the only cases of

spoiling the films that I found in my research, and it reveals an unspoken

prejudice: a belief that Chinese films are not worth watching. 

On top of these individual cases that illustrate a wider disregard of Chinese

culture in British journalism, I think that possibly the greatest issue is the

unnecessary politicisation of Chinese films that often forms the basis of a

reductive or overly-critical approach. I found that 18 of the 84 full articles

(that is 21.4%) directly mentioned propaganda, censorship or communism.

This figure is already high, and doesn’t include the hundreds of ‘mentions’

articles that also reference these topics, nor does it include the articles

where these subjects are discussed in other words. I believe that this figure

represents the unnecessary politicisation of Chinese cinema, and a

comparatively excessive mention of politics when discussing films, in

relation to the discussion of Western cinema. 
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This is exemplified by the presentation of two of the blockbuster films from

recent years, though the treatment extends beyond the limits of this report

and can be seen in the journalism on other films like the recent hit, 1921

(2021) [57].  Both The Battle at Lake Changjin (2021) and Wolf Warrior 2

(2017) were quickly labelled in political terms. The Battle at Lake Changjin

was widely described as a “propaganda” film, and articles stated that its

purpose was to “promote positive messages about the ruling Communist

Party”, as well as inspire feelings of affection for the Party and socialism

among young people [58]. Another article states that the success of the film

represents a newly branded “formula of making propaganda appeal to the

masses. [59]” Descriptions like this not only reduce the films to apparently

mind-numbing political adverts, but are demeaning regarding the Chinese

population; the word “masses” connotes a mindless, impersonal audience. 

Wolf Warrior 2 is similarly presented as a “patriotic”, “nationalist” and “flag-

waving Chinese blockbuster” featuring “western baddies. [60] [61]”  One

article in particular seems dismissive of the success that the film has found,

describing the Chinese journalistic coverage to have “a strident nationalist

tone. [62]” The journalist also states that “many Chinese moviegoers say its

success is due not only to its unmistakeable [sic] message about China’s

rising military might but also to its quality action sequences.” These

statements undermine the Chinese journalistic coverage by suggesting that

their criticism is blinded by political motives. The word “unmistakable” is

patronising as it undermines Chinese filmgoers' opinions, by falsely

suggesting that the Chinese audiences are blind to the political narrative. 
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The article ends with a sweeping and unsubstantiated statement that

“traditionally, Chinese films have relied more on star names and good looks

than acting”, which suggests that most Chinese films are of poor quality,

and serves to discourage a reader from learning any more about Chinese

cinema. The reader is somewhat manipulatively led to the conclusion that

Chinese film is inherently political and has no other redeeming

characteristics, because the article fails to provide a genuine qualitative

review of the film. 

 A quick search of similarly performing and themed British blockbusters like

1917 (2019) and Dunkirk (2017) will reveal the disparity between the

journalistic presentation of war films in major news publications. I do not

wish to deny the evident political intentions of some Chinese films, but my

concern is that these reviews undermine all other elements of the films, and

suggest that there is no Chinese cinema that is not inherently political. My

other concern is the implication made about Chinese audiences. The

assumption seems to be that the Chinese filmgoer is passively consuming

propaganda and are unable to appreciate cultural products or consume any

media critically. It is implied that filmgoers are going to see these films

because they are propaganda, not despite their political aspects. I believe it

would be more valuable to assess the other elements of these films that

make them successful. Perhaps Chinese audiences, like British ones, enjoy

action films and are affected by the emotional impact of wartime stories. In

fact, Chinese audiences often know about Western cinema much more than

Western audiences know about Chinese cinema. 
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Many Western films are widely successful at the Chinese box-office. For

example, the Marvel films and Fast & Furious franchise are hugely popular

[63]. Arguably political and propagandistic films like 1917 (2019) and

Kingsman: The Secret Service (2014) are well received by audiences and are

not given the same unfair political treatment in the Chinese media [64].  

 Even when articles do not explicitly label the film as “propaganda” there are

still frequent references to censorship and an overall political rhetoric,

which would not be found in articles about Western films. References to

censorship and the influence of the Party in the film production process is

often highlighted in articles and reviews, even when it appears not to have

any bearing on the quality of the film. For example, The Rescue (2020) is

described in one article as “obviously-rubber stamped” even where the

reviewer has justly praised and criticised elements of the film, like its

narrative structure and action sequences [65]

 Another example of this politicisation is the emphasis on a China versus the

West, or an “us versus them” rhetoric. One article describes the Battle at

Lake Changjin as an “anti-US war epic” that “depicts the killing of

Americans. [66]”  Of course, I don’t wish to deny the casualties of the Korean

War or the complexities of wars and their legacy. But would a British World

War Two film be described as an “anti-German film?” Whether or not it’s

true, it seems inappropriate to label it in this way. I believe that this is in part

as it patronises the viewer (can the film viewer not decide what side they'd

take when watching it?), and it detracts from the film’s overall artistic

quality. 
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 The storyline may well be political or historical, but this does not tell the

reader anything about the quality of the storytelling. It may be a problematic

story, but told well, which is surely the basis of a far more interesting

discussion about culture and ethics. However, instead the significance of

national politics is often overplayed and feeds into the conflictive binary

between the West and China. 

 The title of one review of Ip Man 4 (2019) further exemplifies this. The title

states that in the film a “kung fu master gives America a kicking” [67].

Again, there is certainly an element of racial tension as it is racist

antagonism that the protagonist is fighting against, but the title extends

this to the whole of “America.” The film may well be an illustration of anti-

Chinese racism in America, and could be read to reflect wider international

tensions, but this is not the only interpretation. For example, a film viewer

may not have personally experienced racism, but can still relate to the

protagonist's perseverance in the face of hardship. The reviewer also seems

to lean into a racial interpretation of the conflict between kung fu and

karate in the film, which may or may not have been the filmmakers intention.

The review provides hardly any qualitative or critical judgement of the film,

other than the two-star rating. The reader is thus led into a political

interpretation of the film where this may not resonate with every film viewer,

and is shown that the film is “bad” by its rating, without any follow up on this

judgement. The reader is therefore led to associate the supposed political

nature of the film with a lack in quality.
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 In order to ensure that I am not casting all the findings in an unfairly critical

light, I will now examine some positive aspects of my findings. Over the full

ten year period there were 84 full articles, and 436 mentions of the films,

which is not an insignificant amount, and more than I had initially hoped for.

Although I believe that the numbers could be improved, it is also optimistic

that despite the dip in 2020, numbers started to rise significantly again in

2021. From this study of ten years it is hard to tell if there is any real trend in

the quantity and quality of the coverage. The quantity seems to rely on

exactly what films are released in the year, and the quality seems to vary

from article to article and journalist to journalist. Some articles are self-

reflective and acknowledge the difficulties that Chinese films face in the

UK, discussing these subjects in a sensitive manner. Articles note, for

example, that “the Chinese market is overlooked” and too much emphasis in

journalism is placed on the success of American or British films [68].

Additionally some articles note the hypocrisy of labelling Chinese films as

propaganda, whilst turning a blind eye to the political and military influence

in many Western films [69].  There were some articles that make fair

criticisms with regards to why Chinese films are not so well received in

Britain, remarking that the influence of censorship can sometimes be

obvious and affect a film’s appeal by dulling the narrative or visual impact

[70]. It was also noted that some modern Chinese films can feel “a little

stale” as they may rely too heavily on clichés or genre tropes. For example,

one reviewer says that Shock Wave: Hong Kong Destruction (2020), is

“fundamentally very old-school” and feels derivative [71].  Both of these

facts are true, and the journalists have used them to explain why Chinese

films might not be given such a good review.
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 Although I have written previously about how many articles were unfairly

critical or overly political, I must underline that many articles were also

expressing opinions about the films, which of course is to be expected. Films

and opinions about them as artistic products are subjective. I would like to

be clear that I am fully in favour of sharing opinions, positive and negative,

about Chinese cinema. Something I think does not have a place in film

journalism is opinions that are presented as indisputable fact, or are based

on irrelevant politics or an uncritical, dismissive viewing of the film. There is

a noticeable difference between the articles that are aware of the political

climate in China, but do not allow this to cloud the artistic assessment of a

film, or mention it as part of a nuanced and sensitive argument, and those

that decide to use the film as a proxy to criticise the country. Many

reviewers did find elements of the films praise-worthy ; from the “elegant

fight scenes” in Ip Man 3 [72],  to the stunts and setpieces of The Rescue

[73], and the storytelling or characterisation in Sheep Without a Shepherd

(2019) [74]. Even though some reviewers did not like the film they were

writing about, they were able to justify this via a criticism of the film itself,

and still gave credit to the things they appreciated. 

In an earlier paragraph, I cited some articles discussing Wolf Warrior 2, as an

illustration of the unnecessary politicisation of the film. In contrast, I would

like to briefly discuss an article exploring the same film in a political

context, in what I believe to be a more respectful way. It is entitled ‘How

'Chollywood' blockbuster Wolf Warriors 2 echoes changes in China's foreign

policy,’ and it highlights how the film portrays the relationship between

China and Africa. 
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 The article places Wolf Warrior 2 in comparison with the Rambo film series

as an example of a film that reflects current events and current politics. The

journalist states that Wolf Warrior 2 is “a reflection of China’s growing

confidence and assertiveness in the Xi Jinping era – just as Rambo

demonstrated American self belief in the Reagan era. [75]” Importantly, the

article does not pass judgement on these events or politics, but instead

enlightens the reader on why the film is important and interesting because

of its political nature, just as American films can also be. The journalist does

not tell the reader what their opinion should be, but instead the reader is

given the details about the factual elements of the film. There is an

important distinction between a film journalist artistically assessing the film

(on the basis of the narrative, music, characterisation, cinematography etc.)

and a film journalist providing socio-political commentary, as they are in this

article. When this artistic/ factual distinction is confused and unclear, a

reader learns to associate Chinese culture with politics and comes to believe

that the two cannot co-exist separately. The article does not use the guise

of an artistic review to criticise China as a political entity, and the reader is

allowed to make their own decision about whether the film is worth seeing,

because of or in spite of the political elements.
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 To summarise my evaluation; there was overall more

coverage of the major films than I had expected. Films

are of course a subjective art form, and many journalists

fairly expressed and justified interpretations and

criticisms of the films. Many articles treated the films as

cultural and artistic products, and when introducing a

political interpretation, this was sometimes used to

discuss the film from an interesting perspective.

However, many articles illustrated a trend of disrespect

towards or ignorance about Chinese culture. 

The tone of many articles was dismissive and reductive

and suggested a lack of interest or sincerity on the part

of the writer. A political judgement seems to underlie a

lot of articles that confuse film review with political

commentary, leading both the journalist and the reader

to dismiss the film in question. 
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Despite the issues that I have raised in this report, I do not believe that the

journalistic institution is wholly discriminatory, nor do I think that there

aren’t many journalists who believe in championing Chinese cinema. Thus, to

conclude this discussion, I would like to present some possible ways that

both journalists and consumers of journalism can push for a fairer

journalistic presentation of Chinese films. The first point for improvement is

the lack of cultural news. As previously discussed, the majority of the

articles were covering industry and financial news. These topics are of

course important, but the number of genuine reviews and artistic

evaluations of Chinese films needs to be increased so that they are able to

move out of the socio-political sphere of discussion. 

 Journalists and readers alike should be conscious of the weight of political

terminology. Words like ‘propaganda’ and ‘censorship’ are strongly emotive

in English, and are often not needed in articles about film. I would suggest

that journalists consider the necessity of introducing political phrases into

their film reviews, even if it seems like a harmless passing comment. If

politics are brought up in a film article they should be discussed with

consideration and interest, and their relevance should be made clear to the

reader. A discussion of politics should not replace a review, or be presented

as one. In any case, a film journalist’s role should not be to pass judgement

on these politics. 
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Understandingly, it is difficult to interest readers in Chinese films that aren’t

in cinemas, and it is impossible to review a film that one hasn’t seen.

Nevertheless, our options for watching films are more and more numerous

and streaming services provide unprecedented access to world cinema. Of

the 50 top Chinese films from 2017 to 2021, 31 were released in the UK, and

24 of these are available to stream or rent online. Perhaps this is something

that should be brought to the attention of editors who are concerned by

catering for an audience; audiences often have access to these films for the

cost of less than a cinema ticket, it should now be the journalist’s role to

endorse these films and stimulate a discussion. 

 For both journalists and filmgoers, film festivals are another way to access

Chinese cinema in the UK. The recent programme of 2022 Odyssey: a

Chinese Cinema Season presented by the UK-China Film Collab earned wide

interest and showcased a variety of Chinese arthouse films. Film festivals

showcase arthouse films, experimental films and documentaries as well as

box-office hits, providing journalists with a rich source of material that may

challenge the perceived and accepted definition of Chinese cinema. 

Finally, although not discussed in this report, I think that independent

journalism can often provide a contrast to the ideas presented by many

large news organisations. I would suggest to film audiences not to rely only

on reviews from major outlets, but to read critically and compare the content

from various sources. 
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To conclude, my findings were generally in line with Peng and Griffiths

reports and my initial observations. Chinese culture is neglected and treated

with a bias in British journalism. The films that I selected as an illustrative

sample were the ten highest performing Chinese films in China for each

year. The coverage of these films in the five sources - The Guardian, The

Independent, The Financial Times, The Times and the BBC website - was

limited in quantity. There wasn’t any significant correlation between the

number of films released in the UK and the number of articles written. Some

films that perhaps appealed more to Western audiences were reasonably

well covered, however there was also a significant set of films that received

no coverage whatsoever. The quality of the coverage can vary. There were

some positive elements to many of the articles I read that gave the film in

question space to be discussed, and critiqued the films using artistic

justifications. It seems that some journalists and outlets are making an

effort to cover Chinese films, notably the Guardian had a high number of full

articles and mentions. There are of course many reasons why news outlets

and individual journalists may be reluctant to cover Chinese film as a

cultural subject, but I believe that there is scope for improvement in all five

sources. I found that many articles demonstrated a lack of respect and

knowledge, and a high proportion of articles used a political-ideological

framework to assess the film. This is especially inappropriate and

hypocritical when applied only to Chinese and not to Western films with

arguably the same purposes. This has led to a lot of dismissive and reductive

coverage. 
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This research is by no means exhaustive. Although my report has only

focused on Chinese films in the UK, I believe that the issues I have raised are

applicable to other areas. There is scope to research the presentation of

other non-Hollywood productions in British journalism; it might be

interesting to see how Indian films, for example, are discussed. One could

also research the presentation of other elements of Chinese culture in

Western journalism; are music and theatre represented politically or

artistically, if at all? In order to create a full image of the bias in British

media, it may be necessary to study film journalism comparatively. I have

mentioned my observations regarding the differences between the

presentation of Western films and Chinese films in the British press, though

quantitative evidence is needed to really establish the extent of this

prejudice. Future research could extend the information in this report in

several ways: by extending the time period beyond 2012, by extending the

films covered to arthouse and less popular films, or by extending the range

of news outlets, perhaps exploring independent journalism more. Despite its

limitations, I hope this report has demonstrated the shortfalls of British

journalism and provided fuel for further research and reflection. 
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The American Press Institute states that the role of journalism is “to provide

citizens with the information they need to make the best possible decisions

about their lives, their communities, their societies, and their governments.

[76]” Therefore the purpose of film journalism is to give readers the

information they require to make decisions about where they will spend their

money and time. Films are, for many, a gateway to a new culture or

language; they are a resource that can help us to understand world events

and ideologies from a human perspective. 

Without sufficient journalistic coverage, many filmgoers may never learn

about Chinese films, and thus will not find this new cultural understanding.

Hopefully the role of journalism in the world of film diplomacy will be

recognised as the positive elements continue to grow and Chinese films are

covered with the respect and enthusiasm they deserve. 
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provided me with valuable insights into the world of journalism.
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and Robert Gutsche Jr whose knowledge was indispensable. Thank
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to Dr Hiu Man Chan at UK-China Film Collab who supported my project

and gave me this opportunity. 

Thank you for reading this report and in doing so supporting my

project. I hope it provided you with some new knowledge or food for

thought. 

If you have any questions regarding the report or would like to share

any opinions or feedback (positive and negative!) I would very much

appreciate you getting in touch with me, either via LinkedIn or email:

martha.harwood@ukchinafilm.uk.
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As part of my project with the UK-China Film Collab (UCFC) I have

written a series of commentary pieces around this optic. 

If you would like to read some more about Chinese film and

journalism, please have a look at my articles published on the

UCFC website, via the links below:

“Misrepresentation and Masculinity: A Conversation with Dr

Derek Hird on Chinese cinema”

“Exporting Chinese Film: A Discussion with Professor Chris Berry”

“Chinese Characters on Screen and the Power of ‘First Cow’: A

Discussion with Orion Lee”

“Hong Kong's Cross Cultural Cinema: A Discussion with Gary

Bettinson”

“Why do Chinese blockbusters Struggle in Western Journalism?”
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3 画⽪ 2 Painted Skin: The Resurrection

7 ⼗⼆⽣肖 CZ12

Martha Harwood
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Samples: Chinese films within Top 10 Box-office in mainland China by year.

Titles released in the UK (cinema and home entertainment) are highlighted  in red. 
The release year in the UK is not all the same as the release year in China. 



BO
Ranking in

China
Chinese Title English Title

1 西游.降魔篇 Journey to the West:
Conquering the Demons

3 致我们终将失去的⻘春 So Young

5 狄仁杰之神都⻰王
Young Detective Dee: Rise Of

The Sea Dragon

6 私⼈定制 Personal Tailor 

7 中国合伙⼈ American Dreams in China 

8 北京遇上西雅图 Finding Mr Right

9 ⼩时代 Tiny Times

Martha Harwood
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Ranking in

China
Chinese Title English Title

2 ⼼花怒放 Breakup Buddies

3 西游记之⼤闹天空 The Monkey King

8 爸爸去哪⼉ Where Are We Going, Dad?

9 分⼿⼤师 The Breakup Guru 

10 后会⽆期 The Continent

Martha Harwood

FILMOGRAPHY (2014)
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Chinese Title English Title

1 捉妖记 Monster Hunt

3 港囧 Lost in Hong Kong

7 寻⻰诀 Mojin: The Lost Legend

8 煎饼侠 Jian Bing Man

9 澳⻔⻛云 From Vegas to Macau

10 西游记之⼤圣归来 Monkey King: Hero Is Back 

Martha Harwood

FILMOGRAPHY (2015)
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Chinese Title English Title

1 美⼈⻥ The Mermaid 

5 西游记之

孙悟空三打⽩⻣精
The Monkey King 2

6 湄公河⾏动 Operation Mekong

7 澳⻔⻛云 3 From Vegas to Macau III

8 盗墓笔记 Daomu Biji 

10 ⻓城 Great Wall
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Chinese Title English Title

1 战狼 2 Wolf Warrior 2

3 羞羞的铁拳 Never Say Die 

4 功夫瑜伽 Kung Fu Yoga

5 西游伏妖篇
Journey To The West: The

Demons Strike Back

8 芳华 Youth

Martha Harwood
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1 红海⾏动 Operation Red Sea

2 唐⼈街探案 Detective Chinatown

3 我不是药神 Dying to Survive

4 西红柿⾸富 Hello Mr. Billionaire

6 捉妖记 2 Monster Hunt 2

10 前任 3： 再⻅前任 The Ex-File 3: Return of the Exes

Martha Harwood

FILMOGRAPHY (2018)
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1 哪吒之魔童降世 Ne Zha 

2 流浪地球 The Wandering Earth

4 我和我的祖国 My People, My Country

5 中国机⻓ The Captain

6 疯狂的外星⼈ Crazy Alien

7 ⻜驰⼈⽣ Pegasus 

8 烈⽕英雄 The Bravest

9 少年的你 Better Days
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Chinese Title English Title

1 ⼋佰 The Eight Hundred

2 我和我的家乡 My People, My Homeland

3 姜⼦⽛ Jiang Ziya

4 ⾦刚川 The Sacrifice

5 夺冠 Leap

6 拆弹专家 2 Shock Wave 2

7 除暴 Caught in Time

8 宠爱 Adoring

9 我在时间尽头等你 Love You Forever 

10 误杀 Sheep Without a Shepherd

Martha Harwood

FILMOGRAPHY (2020)
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BO
Ranking in

China
Chinese Title English Title

1 ⻓津湖 The Battle at Lake Changjin 

2 你好，李焕英 Hi, Mom

3 唐⼈街探案 3 Detective Chinatown 3

4 我和我的⽗辈 My Country, My Parents 

6 怒⽕.重案 Raging Fire

7 中国医⽣ Chinese Doctors

9 送你⼀朵⼩红花 A Little Red Flower

10 悬崖之上 Cliff Walkers

Martha Harwood

FILMOGRAPHY (2021)
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